synchronous temporalities," the editors coin the term "geomodernism" to describe a way of studying modernism and modernity through the privileging of position and location (4). Geomodernism allows modernist texts, films, photography, and art to be compared across temporal, social, and political lines. The objective of the collection, then, is to gather a wide array of texts that would correspond and communicate based on shared foundational forces such as race, geographic location, and modernization as a historical entity while actively looking at varying modernist projects alongside other frequently undervalued global projects in an attempt to "'un-discipline' modernist studies" (7). Geomodernisms continues the necessary work of de-centering Western modernism and opening the dialogue for the comparative analysis of global modernist movements.
Many of the books on modernism/modernity focus on singularly specific racial, national, or temporal movements; however, Doyle and Winkiel's project is organized in such a way as to encourage the reader to make connections within the essays and across the geomodernisms offered in order to "stimulate new conversations about aesthetics within the world of late modernity" (4). The book is divided into three sections. The first section, "Modernisms' Alternative Genealogies," provides six essays that present new perspectives as to where and how modernism developed in order to trouble and disrupt assumptions that have traditionally controlled reevaluation of modernist origins. The first three essays focus on Atlantic modernism and its unbreakable ties to race. For example, in his essay "Africa and the Epiphany of Modernism," Simon Gikandi focuses on the desire of Western culture to discover primitive culture in its attempt to break free from Western civilization; however, Gikandi posits that "[i]n the end, modernism sought energies in the strangeness and distance of the other but it could only bring this other back in the terms that seemed to fit into its essentially Eurocentric framework" (49). Conversely, the final three essays move us to Brazil, Lebanon, and India, where modernity is developed primarily outside of the Eurocentric trajectory of influence. The essays included in this section expose the deep-rooted Western belief that Western supremacy created "the history and consciousness that generated modernity and eventually modernism" and that, historically, this Western dominance suppressed already established and emergent non-Western, nonmainstream "goemodernist imaginings" (original emphasis 9). When read together, these six essays provide a rich introduction to Doyle and Winkiel's project.
The second section, "Modernisms' Contested States," contains five distinct essays, each focusing how the modernization of the state affects modernist aesthetics (7). These essays investigate how geomodernisms arose from the anxieties caused by political, social, and economic changes. Both Sung-sheng Yvonne Chang's and Gerard Aching's essay focus on how "geomodernist discourses have formed in response to revolutionary state upheavals" (10). Investigating the criticism of José Martí, Aching explores how "Martí's critique of the imitative practices that informed the idealization and promotion of a Eurocentric, Spanish American raza also provides a modern shift in thinking about 'race' and its connections to nationhood and regionalism" (154). In contrast to Chang's and Aching's essays, Patricia E. Chu's and Janet Lyon's essays, and to some extent Winkiel's essay, focus on how certain modernist works have formed in resistance to national modernization. Although the five essays seem disparate, they may be read comparatively, providing more lines of inquiry from which one might address the modernist relationship of politics and art.
The final section, "Modernisms' Imagined Geographies," collects five essays, which embrace the collection's project of spanning geography and temporality in order to suggest a means to map out the disparate directions and outcomes resulting from uncovering (geo)modernisms' many possibilities. For example, Eluned Summers-Bremner connects T. S. Eliot's The Wasteland and Langston Hughes's Montage of a Dream Deferred by arguing that they are "poems memorializing the exile entailed in modernity," and Susan Stanford Friedman investigates the "sexual spaces" of Forster's A Passage to India and Roy's The God of Small Things (12). In her essay, Friedman acknowledges that the Western study of modernism is not new, and she argues that we need a more "intercultural, comparative, and transnational framework for modernist studies" in order for modernism to break free from the "conventional chronotopes" that "bound the field historically and geographically with a Eurocentric, center-periphery model of metropolitan modernity" (245). Friedman, like the other contributors to this collection, breaks from the "Eurocentric, center-periphery model" of modernism in order to complicate our understanding of modernism and modernity as a global phenomenon.
The editors acknowledge that the book is a readerly text and they "offer it above all as an invitation to move across linguistic and national boundaries in scholarship, in order to re-see the circuits within which capitalist modernity has placed us and geomodernisms" (14). Although their "closing plea" is for readers to "read widely in this volume" instead of limiting themselves to particular interests, the strength of this collection lies in the opening and closing sections where the essays examine modernisms' alternate genealogies and potential geographies. Although the second section provides intriguing individual snapshots into specific instances of state modernization's influence on modernism, the essays do not provide the same kinds of rich connections as the essays in the other two sections.
The second section is, however, an essential part of the collection as a beginning investigation into individual modernist movements.
In the final essay of the collection, Justine Dymond simultaneously sums up her argument and the overarching project of the collection when she posits that:
It is in reading otherwise, from outside the enclaves of white modernism, that we see the radical break Mourning Dove makes with modernity's ontology of the colonized, the "primitive," and the racialized other. Seeing this "break" then allows us to reread canonical modernists such as Virginia Woolf and Gertrude Stein with an eye to the spatiality of race, subjectivity, and language that limits their experimentality. (309) This is the invitation the editors extend in their introduction, and while this book investigates the overlapping of global geomodernisms it also lays the groundwork for further research. Although no essay in the collection focuses on William Carlos Williams, many essays, in fact, impinge upon Williams research, such as the duality of the individual and the struggle to find belonging between cultures. This collection remaps the lines of modernism, crossing spatial, temporal, political, cultural, and aesthetic lines to investigate the implications of studying non-Western and Western modernism and modernity alongside each other, opening up a new way of understanding modernism and its influences.
